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Increased Focus on Individuals

 Yates Memo (September 2015)

• Core Principles

̶ Must provide all facts about individual involvement

̶ Focus on individuals from the outset of an investigation

̶ Must have a clear plan related to individual cases before resolving corporate cases

̶ Corporate resolutions do not protect individuals

̶ Decision to prosecute individuals should not be based on ability to pay

• Prosecutors thinking more about securing evidence related to individuals at 
the outset of investigations

̶ More “de-confliction” requests

̶ More active review of company investigative work plans

̶ Demand for witness-specific proffers

̶ Prosecutors are closely scrutinizing company claims of privilege

̶ Focus intensifies on “gatekeepers” responsible for corporate integrity
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Enforcement Is Increasingly Global
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Fine Risk Outside of the U.S. Is Growing

Global Cartel Fines (in millions)
Jurisdiction 2015 2016

United States $3,800.0 $337.4

European Union $2,500.0 $5,200.0

Brazil $1,600.0 $141.0

Japan $398.5 $88.3

South Korea $1,010.0 $766.0

China $290.2 $5.1

Australia $3.2 $45.9

Canada $16.0 $10.2

Russia $13.3 $7.6
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• $6.0 billion in global fines for anti-corruption offenses

• Only $2.5 billion was assessed by U.S. authorities
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Continuing Reliance on Whistleblowers 
and Leniency Applicants

In the last few years, cooperation from amnesty applications have 

resulted in scores of convictions and over $1 billion in fines. In 

fact, the majority of the Division's major international 

investigations have been advanced through the cooperation of an 

amnesty applicant. 

-- DOJ Report
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Compliance Programs
Characteristics of Effective Compliance Programs

DOJ Guidance on Evaluating Compliance Programs

Key Program Components



 US Federal Sentencing Guidelines

 DOJ Guidance (e.g., “Evaluation of Corporate Compliance Programs (Feb 2017))

 SEC/DOJ Resource Guide to the Foreign Corrupt Practice Act

 UK Bribery Act Guidance

 Anti-Corruption Ethics and Compliance Handbook for Business (2013)

 OECD Good Practice Guidance on Internal Controls, Ethics and Compliance (2010)

 ICC Rules on Combatting Corruption

 World Bank Integrity Compliance Guidelines

 APAC Anti-Corruption Code of Conduct for Business

 Transparency International’s Business Principles for Countering Bribery

 World Economic Forum Partnering Against Corruption Initiative (PACI) – Principles for 

Countering Bribery

Compliance Standards from Around the 
World
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 Chile (2009) Corporate Criminal Liability Law

 United Kingdom (2011) Bribery Act of 2010 

 Russia (2013) Article 13.3, “The Obligation of Organizations to 

Undertake Anti-Corruption Measures” amending Russian 

Federal Law 273, “On Countering Corruption” (“FL 273”)

 Brazil (2015) Clean Companies Act, implementing regulations

 France (2016) Law on Transparency, the Fight Against 

Corruption and the Modernization of Economic Life

 Mexico (July 2017)  National Anti-Corruption System

Compliance Standards from Around the 
World
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 Analysis and Remediation of Underlying Misconduct

• What specific changes has the company made to 

reduce the risk that the same or similar issues will not 

occur in the future?

 Senior and Middle Management

• How have senior leaders, through their words and 

actions, encouraged or discouraged the type of 

misconduct in question? 

 Autonomy and Resources

• Have the compliance and relevant control functions 

had direct reporting lines to anyone on the board of 

directors? 

 Policies and Procedures

• Has the company had policies and procedures that 

prohibited the misconduct? 

 Risk Assessment

• What methodology has the company used to identify, 

analyze and address the particular risks it faced?

 Training and Communication

• Has the company provided tailored training for high-risk 
and control employees that addressed the risks in the 
area where the misconduct occurred?

 Confidential Reporting and Investigation

• How has the company collected, analyzed and used 
information from its reporting mechanisms? 

 Incentives and Disciplinary Measures

• What disciplinary actions did the company take in 
response to the misconduct and when did they occur?

 Continuous Improvement, Periodic Testing and Review

• How often has the company updated its risk 
assessments and reviewed its compliance policies, 
procedures and practices?

 Third-Party Management

• How has the company’s third-party management 
process corresponded to the nature and level of the 
enterprise risk identified by the company? 

 Mergers and Acquisitions 

• What has been the company’s process for tracking and 
remediating misconduct or misconduct risks identified 
during the due diligence process?
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DOJ Guidance for Evaluating Compliance 
Programs



 Support and Commitment 
from Senior Leadership

 Resources, Responsibility 
and Oversight

 Clear, Visible, Accessible 
Policies

 Detailed Policies for Key Risk 
Areas

 Risk Assessment and 
Prioritization

 Training and Communication

 Protocol for Business 
Partners

 Internal Controls and 
Recordkeeping

 Reporting Mechanisms

 Periodic Review and 
Evaluation of Compliance 
Program

 Discipline, Remedial 
Measures & Incentives

 Collective Action

Key Elements of an Effective Compliance 
Program
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Compliance Program Audits
Benefits of Audits

Audit Triggers

Risk Analysis 

Effective Audit Procedures

A Critical Action Plan

Reporting Guidelines

Whether to Self-Report 
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Why Conduct an Audit?

 Fiduciary duties

 Better able to craft a reasoned strategy

 Protect the company’s image and valuation

 Qualify for economic incentives

• Leniency program

• Cooperation credit

 Avoid protracted investigations

 Key to demonstrating “effectiveness” of the compliance program
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Audit Triggers

Report of potential employee misconduct

Service of a subpoena

Media reports

Acquisition of a new business

Compliance program feedback

 Internal risk analysis
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Risk Analysis Example (Antitrust)

 Highly concentrated market

 Homogenous product

 Entry barriers

 Difficult to expand capacity

 Stable or declining market

 Recent antitrust investigations in related markets

 Decreasing margins 

 Price stability

 Active trade associations or other industry meetings

 Existence of JVs with competitors
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Keys for Successful Audits

 Develop a critical action plan

• Focus on finding the truth

• Use technology to get better results faster

• Do not create panic

• Gather sufficient evidence to make an informed decision

• Regular reporting

• Address any necessary document preservation issues

 Stop any illegal activity promptly

 Discipline wrongdoers

 Implement effective remedial measures
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The Critical Action Plan

 Identify the investigatory team

• In-house and external counsel

• IT staff

• Vendors

 Clearly define the scope of the investigation

 Specify investigatory methods

• Outline steps to be taken to preserve evidence

• Identify location and sources of relevant documents

• Specify methods for document collection and review

• Identify possible witnesses

 Set out reporting obligations

• Interim reporting

• Form and goals for final work product
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Three Key Steps for an Efficient Audit

 Interview IT Department

• Identify and locate relevant servers and other hardware

• Identify relevant software/data

• Assess and modify backup procedures as necessary

 Assemble a sample set of “hot” documents

• Use social mapping software to identify contacts with competitors

• Prioritize relationships to audit and collect documents accordingly

• Supplement with a statistical sample of documents from the 

audited business collected using keywords

 Use predictive coding to narrow review set
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Reporting to the Client

 Reporting should be regular and ongoing

• Preliminary analysis

• Final conclusions

• Record of what steps taken during the investigation

 Carefully consider whether to report in writing

• May be ultimately produced to the government, which may waive 

privilege in resulting civil actions

 Focus should be on the facts

• All findings should be grounded in specific facts

• Clearly address all evidentiary limitations or disputed facts
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Leniency:  Benefits and Pitfalls

 Factors to consider

• What are the company’s goals?

• How much time do we have?

• What are the jurisdictions likely to be affected by the conduct under investigation?

• Do any employees have potential criminal exposure?

• What are the possible fines in each relevant jurisdiction?

• What discount can we reasonably expect in each relevant jurisdiction?

• Is potential debarment a critical factor?

 Consider the downside of self-reporting

• Evidence may not be useful, so benefit may be small

• If not first in line, benefit may be small

• Impact on civil litigations and ability to defend the case may be significant 

• May have to admit a criminal violation

• Because agencies share information, important to secure leniency in all important 
jurisdictions
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Subpoena Compliance
Common Elements of a Subpoena
Responding to a Subpoena
Balancing Interests
Government Contact
PR Plan
Preservation of Evidence
Preservation Holds
Document Review
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Responding to a Subpoena

 Most common method of initiating a government cartel 

investigation

 Immediate steps

• Retain outside counsel 

• Initiate contact with the government

• Develop PR strategy

• Appoint a records custodian

• Circulate a legal hold notice
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Effective Subpoena Compliance:  Balancing 
Interests

 Establish good relationships with prosecutors and agents

 Assert legitimate rights and interests

• Confidentiality

• Employee privacy

 Assess company’s role in the investigation and potential 
exposure

 Develop strategy

• Clear company from allegations of wrongdoing

• Maximize company’s ability to defend potential charges

 Communicate with executives, directors, shareholders and the 
market
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Effective Subpoena Compliance:  First Contact 
with the Government

 Negotiate scope of subpoena

 Obtain extension of the return date

• Generally, government will agree to a rolling production

 Important questions

• Does the investigation extends beyond antitrust violations (e.g., 

bribery, securities fraud)?

• What is the Company’s role?

• Where does the Company fall on the spectrum of culpability (i.e., 

witness, subject, target)?
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Effective Subpoena Compliance:  The PR 
Plan
 Hallmarks of an effective PR strategy

• Retain experienced PR firm

• Legal team should brief PR team in advance of key events

• Messaging should not diverge from legal strategy

• All press releases/statements should reflect input from Company 

executives, PR team and legal team

 Best practices

• Do not disparage the government

• Minimize statements that could appear in private pleadings

• Protect privilege/confidentiality
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Preservation of Evidence

 Consider whether to image certain hardware or data

 Halt all routine destruction of responsive material

 Issue a robust legal hold notice

• Tailored in terms of scope and distribution

• Employees should actively acknowledge receipt and 

understanding

• Reissue and update as necessary

 Collect and preserve backup tapes in a secure location

 Document all preservation efforts, referencing instructions

 Instruct IT and HR regarding departing employees
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Elements of a Robust Hold Notice

 Provide clear deadlines

 Quote the subpoena to identify specific categories of documents that must 
be preserved

 Advise that the Company intends to product all documents that are 
responsive to the subpoena

 Provide clear instructions not to alter, destroy, remove or delete responsive 
documents or data

 Advise employees to ignore document retention or destruction policies or 
procedures that conflict with the hold notice

 Instruct employees to search for responsive records in all hard copy files, 
as well as on all electronic devices or media

 Instruct employees to be over-inclusive in the production

 Instruct employees to identify potentially privileged material

 Advise employees to contact the records custodian with any questions or if 
they know of other employees who may have responsive material
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Efficient Document Review

 Work with IT to identify all systems that may be searched centrally

 Use technology to limit the review set

• De-duping and near de-duping software

• Email threading

• Predictive coding/technology assisted review

 Create a useful coding manual

• Clear and concise factual and legal background

• Clear criteria for identification of hot documents

• Codes reflect defense strategy and theories

• Clear distinctions between codes

 Audit the review process in real time

• Re-educate review team as necessary
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Witness Interviews
Best Practices

Interview Memoranda

Witness Prep
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Best Practices for Witness Interviews

 Role of the Interviewer

• Neutral, fact-gatherer – must be objective

• Not to “trap” witnesses, give advice, or predict outcomes

• Someone else should take notes

 Fairness is of paramount importance

• Follow Upjohn best practices

• Witnesses should be allowed to prepare

• Provide short description of the topics for discussion

• Generally provide key documents in advance

• Schedule interviews on reasonable notice

• Consider advising the witness if they are a subject of the 
investigation
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Preparing Interview Memoranda

 Objective:  fully and accurately capture statements of the witness, 
without directly quoting

 Stick to the facts and avoid embellishment

• Who did what, when, how, and why

• Avoid speculating or assuming facts

• Avoid loaded terms

• Avoid legal conclusions

 Preliminary Statement

• Note all attendees and describe all instructions given to the witness

• Clearly label as privileged and protected by the work product doctrine

• Note that the memo was drafted by counsel, contains counsel’s impressions, and is 
not a verbatim transcript

 Annex all documents used in the interview
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Keys for Successful Witness Preparation

 Voluntary interviews

• Explain procedures

• Identify clear goals for the interview

̶ Substance of testimony

̶ Cooperation efforts

• Review relevant records that witness authored or was sent

• Consider reviewing company documents and other documents that 
the government may use in the interview

• Use hypothetical questions to simulate expected questioning

 Grand jury testimony

• Explain procedures and rights

̶ Stress that witness can leave the room to confer with counsel at any time

• Government will typically conduct a prep session as well

• Important to debrief witness as soon as possible
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